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OUR NANOLAB
CHAMBER
Current Prototype and 3D Model

Our Nano Lab is a chamber that has the
capability

to

create

crystals

in

either

a

growth, seeding, or breakage process. The
Nano Lab is set to be run by a raspberry pi
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to derive our power and brains from. It will

CRYSTAL GROWTH
NANO LAB

be our center of command as it runs the
fan, heating, and temperature components
of our design. Our design is going to heat
our crystals until they break down into the
crystal we want. Our crystals will be copper

Our team is creating a test chamber to

sulfate crystals.

grow crystals in an environment many

Carmelle Murillo, Cadence
Reiz, Abby Frazier, Braedon
Taylor, and Emilio Estrada
Sponsered by Ms. Stein

have yet to step foot inside. Our group
is hoping to send our Nano Lab to the
International Space Station (ISS). Our
goal is to have our Nano Lab housing
autonomously

communicate

data

to

ISS locker. We also hope our project will
contribute

to

advances

in

metal

manufacturing, radiation detection, and
medicinal uses.

WHAT IS A CRYSTAL
NANOLAB?
A crystal growth Nano lab is a small
chamber that holds special proteins
that form in a specific way to create a
crystal. These crystals are used in the
pharmacy as medicines; more than 60%
of all pharmaceuticals are made from
a crystalline form.

Crystal Growth Nano Lab

researchers while inside of a specialized

Note: At time of video, experiment is not tested and
the prototype is subject to change as a result.

INSPIRATION

Crystal Growth Nano Lab

The rick Arnold Growth Lab

UNDERSTANDING
CRYSTALIZATION:
THE MAIN COMPONENTS

Apartment buildings
are

More residences are

was our biggest inspiration.
It was created in 2018 and
used on the ISS, testing the
feasibility of 96 crystalized
plates

on

orbit.

this stage, nucleation increases the size

Such a building may
be

nano lab, giving a similar

called

The Breakage of the crystals is the main

Breakage

Example Image

error in crystal projects. When colliding
with one another, breakage becomes a
serious

concern,

as

it

will

allow

CONDUCTING AN
EXPERIMENT

fragmentation in the solution and could
cause a second nucleation, or growth.
The Seeding of the crystals is the most

Seeding

an

apartment building

outwards.

working to create our own

experiment.

strongest points of the experiment. During

into the nucleus and push the structure

their example, our project is

within

one structure

of the crystal, allowing particles to absorb

Following

environment as the previous

contained

The Growth of the crystals is on of the

Growth

multi-story

buildings

important aspect of the project. It allows
the crystal growth to continue its process
and expand in quantity. By working on this
particular factor, one can ensure optimal
particle properties.

Our crystal experiment will occur on March 1. The
experiment will occur in our school's chemistry lab
under the supervision of a teacher.
The initial ideas of the experiment revolve around
the Ksp, or the solubility constant, of copper sulfate.
At

77F,

the

solubility

is

2.64.

Our

experiment

chamber will be held at an estimated temperature
of 106F, and will require further testing to evaluate
the degree of change the heat will inflict. Once we
mix the copper sulfate into the water, we will let it
heat in the petri dish, allowing air pockets for the
copper sulfate to use water vapor to dissolve. To
give a similar environment to our final product, we
will be conducting the experiment in a drying oven
provided by the biology department at our school.

Crystal Growth Nano Lab

Crystal Growth Nanolab
School: Tri-County
Teacher: Ms Magas
We have a design that allows for a multitude of crystal growth including cooling, evaporation,
introducing an already formed crystal into the lab after launch and introducing 2 liquids that
combine before being introduced into the lab.

Features
●
●

Many options for how to
grow crystals.
Designs for growing
crystals easily removed if
not needed.

Nano lab team
(left to right)
Wyatt Cibulka
Andrew Vicario
Ryan Blanchette

Solutions

Future designs
●
●

May want to change the net to hold the desiccant
packets into.
Will apply an insulator to the metal side of the growth
chamber.

Slow cooling

Evaporation

Precipitate reaction

This is the circuit that will
cool the crystal growth
chamber.

The desiccant packets
removes moisture
from the air and the
net keeps them from
interfering with the
lab.

We use a static mixer to have
2 chemicals separate before
launch and when the power is
turned on they will mix
together and enter the lab.
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=UwBjWxe8tgo

Seeding a supersaturated
solution with a crystal
This system will hold a crystal in a
secure location until it gets into space
where it will be released into the lab.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P
qTZBp4uz5A
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We started to grow
our sugar crystals by
making a sugar water
solution.

1/17/22

On this day we started
to see the crystals
forming and they
started to grow
downwards.

1/24/22

We started to finally
take the crystals out
of the jar and let
them air dry.

(When we first started
our crystal solution)
(When the crystals
were done growing)

We wanted to see
how long it would take
for crystals to start
growing. So we
thought that if it took
5-7 days we could
make a solution in the
container and nano
lab before it goes to
space.That way
gravity won't affect
crystal formation. If
the crystal formations
starts in one or two
days we have a
system to mix the
crystal solution on the
International Space
Station.
In these pictures we
present you our
observations.

